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Assimilation algorithms



DART provides numerous core assimilation algorithms, from the traditional "square- root"
filters, such as the Ensemble Adjustment Kalman Filter (EAKF), to the Rank Histogram
filter, particle filters, and the new Quantile Conserving Filter (QCF, see Jeff Anderson's
section in the middle column). There are numerous support algorithms to make ensemble
data assimilation work well and efficiently in large (Earth system) models; e.g.,

!"localization,
!"ensemble inflation,
!"sampling error correction,
!"highly parallel computation,
!"efficient interprocess communication, ...

To analyse the output of assimilations effectively there are postprocessing tools to examine
it in state space (on the model grid), in observation space (at the observation locations) and
from an ensemble statistical perspective. The ensembles can be used to explore the
evolution of patterns of sensitivity of a quantity of interest to all of the model state
variables.



NEW INTERFACES AND CAPABILITIES
!"Raeder; CAM6+DART Reanalysis
!"Hagan; ECV-CCI in China
!"Raczka; SWE (snow water equivalent) 
!"Raczka; SIF (solar induced flourescence)
!"Labriola; CM1 and localization upgrades
!"Ishraque;  Tracer advection model
!"Kugler; Interface to RTTOV version 13

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Raeder; CAM6+DART Reanalysis

In the top figure, an ensemble of CLM members having different initial conditions is
forced by a single atmospheric evolution.  The ensemble collapses (red), making it
unusable for ensemble data assimilation.  The bottom figure shows an ensemble whose
members all have the same initial conditions, but each is forced by a different atmospheric
evolution.  The members (green) diverge into an ensemble with a useful spread. 
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Hagan; ECV-CCI in China



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Raczka; SWE (snow water equivalent)  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Raczka; SIF (solar induced flourescence)







--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Labriola; CM1 and localization upgrades

The DART interface to Cloud Model v1 (CM1) can now handle mixed periodic boundary
conditions; the x andor y dimension can be periodic or not.  It also now handles
interpolation of 3D fields such as reflectivity.

The threed_cartesian location module can use multiple localization radii, so that each
observation type can have a localization radius appropriate for its correlation
characteristics.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ishraque;  Tracer advection model

This new model interface was implemented by a SIPaRCS summer student to solve a
long-standing need for a low order model (Lorenz 96) which uses a semi-Langrangian
tracer advection scheme.

Model state: {wind,tracer} at 40 sites on a circle
Tracer source: site 1



The assimilation not only constrains the wind and tracer to be close to the
truth (not shown), but can identify the location and strength (left axis) of

the tracer source (site 1, 100/s).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lukas Kugler; Interface to RTTOV version 13

Forward operators for the RTTOV model (v13)  for assimilation of satellite radiances from
NOAA-15 ... -18;  both  RTTOV-direct (visible, infrared, and microwave) as well as
RTTOV-scatt (microwave) computations. RTTOV = Radiative Transfer for Advanced
TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder; TIROS = Television and Infrared Operational
Satellite.



DART EXCLUSIVE: NEW ASSIMILATION ALGORITHMS
!"Gharamti: Hybrid Ensemble-Variational Data Assimilation for Streamflow and Flood

Prediction
!"Anderson: Non-Gaussian and Nonlinear Ensemble DA Algorithms
!"Gharamti: A Randomized Dormant Ensemble Kalman Filter

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gharamti: Hybrid Ensemble-Variational Data Assimilation for Streamflow and Flood
Prediction

The recently updated version of WRF-Hydro has been coupled to the Data Assimilation
Research Testbed (DART). The coupled system, namely HydroDART, is described in
detail in El Gharamti et al., 2021. Shown obove is the study area where Hurricane Ian hit
Florida causing massive flooding on September 28th, 2022. The stream network (links) is
shown on the map in blue color. The thickness of each stream depicts the strength of the
streamflow given by a free model run one month prior to the flooding event on August
15th, 2022. USGS gauges (red circles) provided hourly streamflow observations for
constraining the model’s prediction in DART over a month-period (Sep 15th - Oct 15th,
2022).

The boxplots (below) show the prior root-mean-squared-errors (RMSE) resulting from 12
different experiments where OL denotes open loop (no DA) and E80 is a typical DA run
using 80 members (similar to those in El Gharamti et al., 2021). The remaining 10
experiments utilize a hybrid DA approach where the prior sample covariance, , obtained
using only 20 members is linearly combined with a static background covariance matrix, ,
as follows: . 1000 realizations of the state are randomly selected from a 40-year model run
(starting on 1970) and then used to construct the static (climatological) background
covariance. As shown, the first 9 hybrid experiments assign constant weighting, ,
throughout the experiment. The last run uses an adaptive hybrid variant (E20-Ha) where
the weighting factor remains spatially constant however it changes over time following El
Gharamti 2021. The overall RMSE averages for each experiment are reported underneath
the boxplots. On top of being computationally more efficient, E20-Ha clearly outperforms
E80 especially for low-flow periods where the standard EnKF suffers from low ensemble
variability. On average, the estimates suggested by the E20-Ha scheme are 43% and 13%
more accurate than those obtained using E80 for the low flow and high flow periods,



respectively.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Anderson: Non-Gaussian and Nonlinear Ensemble DA Algorithms

The schematic in Figure JLA.1 shows how DART implements ensemble DA. Computing
ensemble increments for an observed quantity (step 3) and regressing those observation
increments onto each state variable (step 4) can be done independently. The EAKF that
has been a DART mainstay assumes a Gaussian distribution for step 3 and does standard
linear regression for step 4.



JLA.1: A schematic of the DART assimilation framework. A model produces
ensemble forecasts in step I. Observations are assimilated sequentially. The
forward operator is applied to each ensemble state vector to obtain a prior

observation ensemble in step II. Step III combines the prior observation
ensemble with an observation likelihood to produce an updated ensemble

and corresponding increments. Step IV regresses the observation
increments onto each state variable ensemble independently.

DART now implements a novel efficient algorithm that allows use of arbitrary continuous
observation priors and likelihoods for step 3. The key innovation is selecting posterior
ensemble members with the same quantiles with respect to the continuous posterior
distribution as the prior ensemble had with respect to the prior continuous distribution.
This is a generalization of previously documented square root ensemble Kalman filters for
normal distributions. It also generalizes non-parametric ensemble filters such as the rank
histogram filter. Examples of new continuous priors that can be implemented include
gamma, inverse gamma, beta, a sum of normal kernels, and a bounded rank histogram
which is a general non-parametric technique that works well for any application. Figure
JLA.2 shows some examples of applying different observation distributions to the same
prior ensemble.



JLA.2: An example of applying a quantile conserving ensemble filter with
three different continuous prior distributions fit to the same prior ensemble

(top panel). The priors include a normal (same as the EAKF), a rank
histogram, and a sum of individual Gaussian kernels centered around each

ensemble member. The continuous posterior distributions and the
associated posterior ensembles are shown in the lower panel. Figure is

reproduced from Anderson, 2022, MWR, 150, 1061-1074.

While quantile conserving algorithms for step 3 lead to significant improvements in
analysis estimates for observed variables, those improvements can be lost when using
standard linear regression of observation increments to update other state variables in step
4. However, doing the regression of observation quantile increments in a probit-
transformed bivariate quantile space guarantees that the posterior ensembles for state
variables also have all the advantages of the observation space quantile conserving
posteriors. For example, if state variables are bounded then posterior ensembles will
respect the bounds. The posterior ensembles also respect other aspects of the continuous
prior distributions. Figure JLA.3 shows an example of the new regression method. The
method can significantly improve data assimilation for non-Gaussian quantities like
tracers, snow depth, or sea ice concentration, in Earth system models. The method is also
effective for estimating the value of bounded model parameters. A beta release of DART
scheduled for the second week of January 2023 will include the new regression
algorithms.



JLA.3: Panel a shows a 100-member prior ensemble drawn from a bivariate
distribution with the marginal of the observed variable being normal and
the marginal of the unobserved state variable being a gamma distribution

(appropriate for a tracer). An accurate approximation of the continuous prior
PDF is shown by the shading in the figure. The observation increments are

computed using a quantile conserving ensemble filter with a normal
continuous prior distribution. The blue asterisks in panel b are the result of
using linear regression to compute increments for the unobserved variable
while the cyan asterisks use a probit-transformed quantile regression. This

regression respects the bounds on the bounded quantity and more
accurately represents the nonlinear relation between the observed and

unobserved variable.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Gharamti: A Randomized Dormant Ensemble Kalman Filter

This work introduces a new variant of the Ensemble Kalman Filter that aims to improve
the estimate of the background ensemble perturbations and mitigate variance
underestimation. The new filter is called randomized dormant ensemble Kalman filter
(RD-EnKF) and uses prior ensembles constructed from active and dormant state
realizations. At each assimilation cycle, a set of the ensemble is randomly selected to go
through the analysis scheme of the EnKF. This set consists of the active ensemble
members. The remaining set consists of the dormant members which do not take part in
the analysis. After the update, both active and dormant members are used to perform a
forecast to get to the next data assimilation cycle. The number of dormant ensemble
members is predefined and can be changed every cycle. When assimilating the
observations serially, as in the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART), it’s also
possible to change the dormant set of members for each observation. This makes it
possible for all the members to be updated but with different number of observations.
Compared to the standard EnKF, the background ensemble spread given by the RD-EnKF
is often larger as shown below. To the left, the EnKF with 10 members quickly diverges
after few assimilation cycles. The RD-EnKF (right panel), on the other hand, remains
robust even with 10 members producing a more reliable forecast. Introducing inflation
stabilizes the estimates of the EnKF yet the RD-EnKF is still able to produce better
consistency between the prior RMSE and ensemble spread.



Sensitivity experiments of the RD-EnKF with respect to the dormancy rate,
localization radius and observation network.

Additionally, the RD-EnKF sample covariances have better statistical properties (e.g.,
rank) than their EnKF counterparts which makes the algorithm computationally more
stable, requiring less tuning of localization. As can be seen (top panel), increasing the
dormancy rate improves the estimates of the RD-EnKF even with wider localization radii.
The algorithm is further robust to changing observation networks (bottom panel)
suggesting accurate prior estimates even in sparsely observed regions. 

The algorithm is highly effective under extreme sampling error scenarios. Future work
will focus on testing the performance of the RD-EnKF in regional/global ocean DA
applications.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



PERFORMANCE AND USABILITY
!"Liu; State Compaction in MITgcm-NBLING
!"Liu, Smith; Improved Caching
!"Kershaw; Building Executables
!"Kershaw; Flexibility
!"Kershaw, Johnson: Upgraded web site and documentation search

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Liu; State Compaction

Model grid points with no active variables are excluded from the state passed to filter:

!"Enables DA with very large, but sparse, state vectors; ocean models where much of the
domain is land, and vice versa.

!"Only for MIT_gcm at the moment.

This Red Sea model domain (resolution=0.01 degrees) requires model state
compaction in order run in DART.  It yields ~90% reduction in state vector

size.  This dissolved organic carbon distribution was generated by an
atmosphere+ocean+biogeochemistry model and DART.



 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Liu, Smith; Improved Caching

!"Ed Liu (summer student) discovered+profiled, Marlee Smith fixed
!"Redundant caching in the get_close_obs_cached and get_close_state_cached

subroutines has been removed.
!"Savings of up to 20% run time.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Kershaw; Building Executables

New system:

!"Reduced the number of files in DART by ~30%
!"Simplified the building of a single executable (default = build all)
!"Enabled modifying a local ("work" directory) copy of a source file instead of the copy

in its usual home.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Nancy Collins, Kershaw; Flexibility

New mechanism for defining obs quantities, localization, and model interface building:

!"Removes the need to have a hard coded list of integers for DART quantities.
!"Users can add new quantities by defining a QTY_NAME

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Kershaw, Johnson: Upgraded DART web site and documentation search

https://docs.dart.ucar.edu/en/latest/README.html (https://docs.dart.ucar.edu/en/latest
/README.html)
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SUMMARY
DART is an open source suite of tools which empowers ensemble data assimilation
research over a broad spectrum of scales in multiple dimensions: 

!"Model interfaces range from the 3 variable Lorenz 63 to global models with millions of
variables.

!"Core assimilation algorithms ranging from the venerable "square root" filters to particle
filters to the first ever Quantile Conserving Filters with regression of observation
increments in probit-transformed, bivariate quantile space.

!"Observations range from "perfect model" observations through traditional in situ
observations of the Earth system to recently added radiance observations from
satellites.

!"Educational features ranging from a basic ensemble DA tutorial through exploration of
myriad assimilation algorithms and models and an extensive publications list.

!"Ancillary tools range from simple algorithms for minimizing the required ensemble
size to scripts for evaluating assimilation performance to large reanalysis data sets for
use in surface model assimilation experiments.

!"Contributions to the software from senior researchers all the way through high school
students.

Join us at AMS 2023 for a celebration of 20 years of DART development!
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ABSTRACT
The Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART) is a community facility for ensemble
data assimilation developed and maintained by the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR). This poster highlights new capabilities that have been added to
DART in the last year that are useful to researchers doing data assimilation for Earth
system applications:

!"Completion of a decade of CAM6+DART reanalysis, which provides ensemble
atmospheric forcing for surface models, and more.

!"New or improved model interfaces include: TIEGCM, MITgcm_ocean NBLING
(biogeochemistry), a low order tracer advection model (student contribution), and
CAM Spectral Element.

!"New observation interfaces include: snow water equivalent, soil moisture, with
Solar
Induced Fluorescence (SIF) and snow cover in development.

!"Efficiency gains and handling higher resolution models by compaction of sparse
state vectors in ocean and land models, and improved caching (student
contributions).

!"Quantile conserving and quantile regressing filters support a wide range of non-
Gaussian and nonlinear ensemble updates.

!"A randomized dormant ensemble filter deals with sampling errors.
!"More flexibility in defining observation quantities, localization, and model interface

building.
!"Upgraded web site documentation search and a CLM5+DART tutorial.
!"Improved soil moisture estimates over China using CLM+DART and soil moisture

observations (ESA-CCI).
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